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Join the Hiveland Expedition.
Wanted: Carapid Slayers, Hunters, Rangers,
Mercenaries, and all competent survivalists.
Other adventurers, regardless of affiliation and
loyalties, will be considered.
Commission: Travel with the Huntmaster to the
Hiveland borders. Hunt carapid for resources
and to reduce the threat posed by their everexpanding swarms. Collect and deliver carapid
scales to the Huntmaster at base camp.
Risks: Chance of catching hiveland fever or
other physical ailments – moderate. Dangers
posed by swarming carapid, predatory beasts,
and bandits – high. Exposure to environmental
hazards and severe weather – high.
Compensation: A 10,000qu bonus will be
paid to the first party to deliver on its contract
amount of carapid scales. Tribute coins may
be awarded as commendations. Artifacts, loot,
or treasures recovered in the field will be the
exclusive property of those who discover them.

Skills: Advanced wilderness survival and
weapons expertise are critical. Other needed
skills include trapping, radia finding and
crafting, armor repair, shelter fabrication, and
food preparation.
Rally Point: Gather at Algadon Keep on the
third day of Sena. Come prepared for a journey
spanning more than 300 miles across arid
terrain and into damp marshes. Hunting parties
will embark for the Hiveland borders within five
days of arrival.
Warnings: Hunters should be prepared to
defend themselves against threats posed by
beasts, bandits, and other hunting parties.
Breaking the terms of a contract or defrauding
the contract holder will be subject to reprisals
by the Lord of Algadon Keep and his court.
– Dagryn Mohg, Huntmaster

One Night in the Hivelands
As a pathfinder, Idris Kana is as good as they get. She trained under the great
Lord Kana himself, her father. At first, Idris thought she’d never escape his
shadow. The man was an exacting teacher. Most who sought to learn the art of
wilderness survival from him didn’t last more than a week. But Idris succeeded
where others failed.
These days Idris finds herself in the employ of the Huntmaster of Algadon Keep
– Dagryn Mohg. Her latest assignment involves patrolling the Hiveland borders
east of the keep and establishing a base camp for Dagryn. After scouting at
length, Idris and her two companions find a zone ripe for carapid hunting.
In the fading light of day, Idris finishes her dinner. The others break down their
small campsite. Tonight, while the creatures of these lands are dormant, the trio
plans to ride back to the site of Huntmaster’s Encampment and await his arrival.
Idris is confident he’ll be pleased with the preparations they’ve made and the
region they’ve surveyed for the hunt.
But during their patrols, Idris and her companions miss something. Something
lurking in the marshes. A silent and terrible being. A skayl. To utter the name
of such a creature is enough to clear even the most well-armed fortress. Skayl
are bringers of parasites, diseases, and plagues. They’re always hungry and by
nature always devious.
As Idris and her friends traverse the marshes, a screeching wail surrounds them.
Idris pulls back on her tarpyn’s reins and the three riders halt. All at once, the
skayl crashes through the towering jaga ferns. It twists its segmented body and
with lightning speed grabs one of the travelers in its jaws. The man starts to
scream, but never finishes. The other is consumed just as quickly.
As the skayl turns in her direction, Idris experiences something her father
warned her of years ago, true fear. A sense of dread which paralyzes every
thought and reflex in the most valiant of fighters. Instinctively, her tarpyn rears
and charges the skayl with its horns in an attempt to defend its master. Idris
loses her balance and falls from the saddle. Before her head hits the stone
waiting on the ground below, she knows this is the end.
Three days later, the Huntmaster arrives in the Hivelands only to find an empty
base camp. As the expedition begins and the weeks pass, Dagryn wonders
what happened to Idris and her companions.
This mystery haunts him for the rest of his days.

Adventurers Wanted
The World of Rynaga is filled with
colorful characters, legendary
creatures, and intriguing places.
But the only way to see them is
to pack your bags and hit the
road. It doesn’t matter if you
travel by foot, by airship, or by
seaship, adventure will find you.

About the Hivelands
This region spans hundreds of
miles within the midlands of
Veratar. It’s an area teeming with
soggy marshes, towering jaga
ferns, sleeping willows, swiftsand
bogs, and lots of carapid nests.

Drawing and Playing Cards

In Iconica Travels, players choose three of their favorite
characters and embark on a journey filled with intrigue,
discovery, and adventure. To begin you’ll need a few
Iconica characters, an understanding of the Official
Iconica Rules, and some friends to play with.

Each card in Iconica Travels has directions on how and
when to use it. Players may hold up to five cards in their
hand. Whenever you hold more than five cards in your
hand, discard until you meet your hand limit before
continuing play. (There are cards which alter these rules.)

Game Variants

Some cards are played when drawn and then discarded.
Other cards are played during your turn or during an
opponent’s turn, when you choose to use them. There
are also cards you can attach to your characters, one at
any given time, in order to customize them.

Before starting the game, decide as a group on how
many Carapid Scales players or teams will need to
collect to win. Choose a number between 10 and 20
scales as the bounty.
Iconica Travels can be played in any of the following
three game variants:
2-Player Game – One versus one gameplay.

Most of the Hivelands remain
uncharted. Only a handful of
explorers have ever survived
traveling through the interior
of this region. A few trails, such
as Solan’s Walk and Harper’s
Passage, have been forged.
But for most, venturing into
the Hivelands consists only of
hunting along its borders.

4-Player Team Game – In Iconica Travels, teammates
alternate turns. As an example, one player from team
one takes a turn followed by a player from team two.
After four turns, referred to as a round, each player will
have had one turn.

Despite the dangers, folk
from far and wide travel to the
Hivelands each year. Yearly
expeditions to hunt carapid
here hold the promise of
great pay and even greater
experience learning to survive
the challenges posed by this
extreme environment.

Set up for Iconica Travels is the same as a typical Iconica
match. (see Official Iconica Rules page 1, Fig. 2) Start
with party member selection. Once finished, shuffle
and place the Iconica Travels deck face down on the
tabletop. The player who rolled lowest during party
member selection begins play.

Interestingly, even those
loyal to the Legion flock to
the Hivelands. The reasons
are unclear, but some believe
these characters are engaged
in research regarding radia’s
effects on carapid. Others say
they’re on retrieval missions for
experiments, seeking either
carapid eggs or radia samples.
Or perhaps both.
These reports are disturbing.
On Rynaga, tinkering with the
mutagenic effects of radia rarely
produces the desired effect.
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Game Overview

There are five main types of cards in Iconica Travels.
Supply – Gear, equipment, and provisions you’ll use
during your travels.
Encounter – Creatures, characters, and places you’ll
discover along the road.
Tactic – Methods you’ll use to survive in the wild.

4-Player “Clash” Game – This is a free-for-all campaign.

Artifact – Powerful items you may acquire by chance.

Setup and Gameplay

Quest – Objectives you can complete to win the game.

In Iconica Travels, players MUST draw one Travels card
from the deck before their turn. If a player fails to draw
a card from the deck before taking any rolls of the dice,
each of their party members suffers 20 damage as a
penalty. Play each card according to its instructions.
During your turn you may play cards, discard unwanted
cards, and trade or give cards to your teammate. If you
have enough Initiative Points (IP), you may also take one
Action Roll per turn and draw one extra card per turn.
You are not required to take an Action Roll but when you
do, an action must be attempted against an opponent.
If at any point you lose your turn, do not draw a card
from the Travels deck and allow the next person in turn
order to begin their turn.

Using Initiative Points (IP)
Initiative Points represent the collective effort your party
members will exert during their travels. Thus, IP should
be spent carefully each turn. Players refer to their Party
Initiative Card for IP costs and to track IP usage.

Engaging in Quests
When a Quest card is drawn, it is announced to
everyone in the game and is placed in play at the
center of the tabletop. Once a Quest is in play, each
player is eligible to attempt to complete it during their
turn, unless otherwise directed. Some quests are only
attempted by the player who draws that card.
Players may only attempt to roll against a Quest based
on the number of characters in their party. For example,
if you have two characters in play, you can attempt any
quest twice per turn as long as you have enough IP to
spend for each attempt.
Quest cards do not count against your hand limit. When
you complete a quest collect the card and keep it in a
pile next to your party members.
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Important Principles
in Iconica Travels
Actions – Actions present in
Iconica Travels cards cannot
be copied, stolen, broken, or
otherwise disabled.
Damage and Status Effects –
Are applied in the order they
are called for. For instance, if an
action reads “Deal Poison and
30 damage...”, apply Poison first,
then apply the damage amount.
Reaction Damage – In Iconica
Travels, Reactions are dealt to
characters not Travels cards.
However, in some cases Reaction
Damage can be dealt to a
character of your choice when
specific types of Iconica Travels
cards are used or played. These
are called Neutral Reactions.
Examples include when one of
your characters takes damage
from Artifact, Encounter, Supply,
and/or Tactic cards attached to
opposing characters or played
by your opponent.
Skull Tile – When a character’s
damage marker lands on its
Skull Tile, any Iconica Travels
cards it may have attached are
immediately discarded. When
the last character in your party is
Skulled, any cards attached to it
AND any cards in your hand are
immediately discarded as well.

In Iconica Travels – The Hiveland Expedition there are
two ways to win.

1) Eliminate Your Opponents
Eliminating all opposing players results in a win. This
strategy means surviving the challenges presented by
the environment during your travels while systematically
wearing down your competition.
Perhaps you envision your party as a collection of
hunters on a secret mission for a shadowy figure. Or
maybe you see your characters as villains seeking to
rob others of their resources to advance dark schemes.
Mercenaries and Legion aligned characters are a good
fit for such roles.

2) Collect the Carapid Scale Bounty
Collecting the proper allocation of carapid scales
before your opponents can do so results in a win. This
approach may mean keeping opposing players at bay
while focusing your efforts on hunting carapid.
Maybe your party joined the expedition to gain valuable
experience in the wild while serving a greater good. Or
it’s possible your group sees the hunt as nothing more
than a business arrangement with the potential for big
rewards. Pathfinders, Rangers, and Hunters fit these
roles well.

Salvaging (Optional)

(Salvage Type)

Some cards in Iconica Travels are salvageable. Salvaging
cards is an optional element you can add to your Iconica
Travels session. The way it works is simple, but offers
more complexity to how certain cards may be used.

Final Acts – Unless otherwise
stated, attempt a Final Act when
one of your characters is Skulled
by damage resulting from:

Salvaging a card is potentially a more useful alternative
to discarding it. During your turn, you may salvage a
card in five different ways. Declare your intent to salvage
a card, then use the card in one of the following ways.

1) Passive Actions either on
characters or their attached
Iconica Travels cards.

Gain – There is no IP cost for this salvage method.
Salvaging a card in this way adds to your IP amount.
Remember, you can not fill your IP Meter above 10. Be
sure you can actually gain IP before salvaging.

2) Numbered Actions either
on characters or their attached
Iconica Travels cards.
3) Final Acts, Reactions,
Triggers, and Auras.
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Of all the creatures found on
Rynaga, none are as abundant
or important as carapid. Carapid
represent a large group of
insect-like creatures which range
in size from tiny to gargantuan.
Overall, carapid are known
as seasonal swarmers, plant
pollinators, soil movers, disease
killers, pest eliminators, and food
providers. While some species
of carapid are pests, most are
harmless unless provoked.
Identifying carapid is necessary
to survival throughout the many
lands of Rynaga.
But within the interior of the
Hivelands, carapid behave much
differently. Competition for
resources and nesting grounds
make carapid of this region more
aggressive and dangerous
to travelers.
For instance, carapid are
typically scavengers and as
such cleanse the land of decay.
Yet, within the Hivelands exist
carapid which are capable of
causing diseases in other life
forms simply through contact or
as a result of the parasites they
may spawn.
Further, parasitic life forms
thrive in the Hivelands where
countless host bodies are
present. Some of these parasites
are quite particular about the
hosts they infect, preferring
warm blooded sentient life forms
over other carapid. Each year
countless adventurers perish
while exploring the perimeter
of the Hivelands. In many cases,
parasites are to blame.
In the end, carapid can be both
life-sustaining and deathdealing. They’re hunted for food,
resources, and to control their
numbers. Yet, hunters are wise
to never underestimate their
cunning and insatiable hunger.
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Winning the Game
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Types of Cards

Introduction to Carapid

Deal – After paying any IP cost required to play
the card, use this salvage method to deal damage.
For example “Deal: 1/10” means target one character
and deal it 10 damage. 2/20 would mean target two
characters and deal them 20 damage each.

Heal – After paying any IP cost required to play the
card, use this salvage method to heal a character. This
instance of healing may not be reduced or prevented by
any other aspect of the game. “Heal: 1/10” would mean
target one character and heal it of 10 damage.
Dispel – After paying any IP cost required to play the
card, use this salvage method to remove all negative
status effects on a character or multiple characters
depending on the instructions. “Dispel: 1” would mean
target one character. “Dispel: 2” would target two.
Draw – After paying any IP cost required to play the
card, use this salvage method to draw an extra card.

Currency (Optional)

(Qu Value)

On Rynaga, coin currency is referred to as “Qu”. Some
Iconica Travels cards you draw have a qu value assigned
to them. This can be used to create house rules for your
game session.
For example, perhaps the player with the most qu value
in hand and/or in play at the end of the game agrees
to buy coffee. Maybe the player with the lowest value
has to do the dishes. Either way, this optional layer is a
way of adding flavor to the game and allowing you to
customize your experience.

Iconica Travels Lingo
Discard – Placing a card into a discard pile. These cards
are no longer usable during the game.
Dispel – Immediately removing any negative status
effects a character may be inflicted with.
Neutral Reaction – Reaction damage dealt to a
character of your choice when your party member
suffers damage from an Artifact, Encounter, Supply, or
Tactic card attached to or played by your opponent.
Recycle – Returning a card to the draw deck.
Round – A round ends when all players in a game take a
turn. A new round starts when turn order begins again.
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About the Makers
of Iconica Travels
Iconica Travels is imagined,
created, and published here in
sunny Phoenix, Arizona.
As a kid, I did a lot of drawing,
writing, and gaming. Now that
I’m a “big kid”, it’s no different.
In 2007 I started Specimen, a
small creative enterprise through
which I publish creations for
World of Rynaga, like this game.
I’m not alone in this effort. My
family is a big part of what we
do and some of our supporters
volunteer their time to playtest,
provide feedback on gameplay
elements, and offer suggestions
for improvement.
Here’s a few other things you
might like to know about how
Iconica Travels is made:
We work with local printers.
AZ-based vendors first, other
US-based vendors if needed.
We’re resourceful. We look for
ways to produce our creations
sustainably and with as little
environmental impact possible.
We print in small batches.
We only order what’s needed,
keeping stock count lean and
content fresh.
We
what we do. Our
projects are ambitious. We’re
guided by love of art, story, and
craft. Thanks for supporting
indie art and design enterprise.
–Eric

Skulled – An Iconica buzzword meaning a character’s
damage marker has landed on its Skull Tile, resulting in
a complete loss of health.

ericimagines.com
ericsdesk@gmail.com
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